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SUMMARY 
 

In the ever-increasing dynamics of global business markets, logistic systems must 

optimize the usage of all possible sources to continually innovate. Scenario-based 

demand prediction plays an important role in the effective economic operations and 

planning of logistics. However, many uncertainties and demand variability, which are 

associated with innovative changes, complicate demand forecasting and expose system 

operators to the risk of failing to meet demand.  This dissertation presents new 

approaches to predictively explore how customer preferences will change and 

consequently demand would respond to the new setup of services caused by an 

innovative transformation of the logistic layout. The critical challenge is that the 

responses from customers in particular and demand in general to the innovative changes 

and corresponding adjustments are uncertain and unknown in practice, and there is no 

historical data to learn from and directly support the predictive model.  

In this dissertation, we are dealing with three different predictive demand 

response modeling approaches, jointly shaping a new methodological pathway. Chapter 1 

provides a novel approach for predictive modeling probabilistic customer behavior over 

new service offers which are much faster than ever done before, based on the case of a 

large Chinese parcel-delivery service provider. Chapter 2 introduces an approach for 

predicting scenario-based erection-site demand schedules under uncertainty of disruptive 

events in construction projects whose logistics transformed from traditional to modular 

style, based on the case of a USA-based innovative leader in modular building 

production. For such a leader to advance in its logistics design innovations and associated 

capacity adjustments, and also to enhance its capability for taking more market share, it is 

crucial to estimate potential future demand for modular construction and corresponding 

probable projects in terms of their potential location, size, and characteristics. For this 

purpose, Chapter 3 introduces a methodological approach for estimating scenario-based 

future demand for modular construction projects to be implemented over the US 

metropolitan statistical areas. The correlation among these three chapters’ characteristics 

has been shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Brief introduction on correlation among chapters characteristics 

Topic/Question Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 
What type of Innovation or 

optimization on logistic 

industry happened and its 

impact on demand has 

been studied and modeled? 

A transformation in parcel-delivery 

logistic for offering new faster 

delivery service levels that never 

have done before. 

A transformation in the construction 

logistic industry from traditional to 

modular building construction. 

A transformation in the construction 

logistic industry from traditional to 

modular building construction. 

What data has been used 

and what are the inputs to 

the model/ application? 

Dataset: One-year real waybill and 
barcode scanning dataset (June 2016 
to May 2017) for Shenzhen (a 
Chinese City) 
 
Application Inputs: Extracted 
seasonality on time factors, customer 
behavior patterns and 
origin/destination types/rates from 
Historical data. 

Application Inputs:  
1- Historical weather information for 
each project’s city location 
(Avg rain/wind, precipitations). 
2- Sequence layout of module types 
(in order) for each building/floor. 
3- Experience-based knowledge 
from a group of experts which were 
modeled mathematically and 
embedded in the application. 

Input datasets from the us census: 
1-MSA Population rates (2010-2021) 
2- MSA GDP per capita (2010-2021) 
3- MSA construction labor costs  
4- MSA yearly rates of construction 
demand with characteristics of area 
(sqf), value, number of floors/units, 
number of projects (2017-2021) 
 
Expert estimates for MSA on: 
1- Incentive/Restrictive regulations 
2- Access to the materials  

What assumption have 

been made to shape 

different scenarios of 

predicted demand? 

1-Year on year growth rates for 
potential orders in intracity/intercity 
2- Market share percentage among 
competitors 
3- Overall yearly percentage of 
intracity customer who are seeking 
new faster services 
4- change or discount on price 
offering for some service types 

1- Number of available cranes in 
each building/project. 
2- Number of working days per week 
3- maximum capacity of daily 
erection rates. 
4- Number of working shifts, and 
working hours per day 
5- Planned start/finish dates for each 
building/project. 

1- Predicted values for targeted 
future time horizon for: 
• MSA Population rates  
• MSA GDP per capita  
• MSA regulations  
2- Yearly percentage of the US 
potential demand which is modular 
3- Set of module types and 
probability dist. for usage of each 
one on different type of buildings. 

What are the outputs of the 

model/application? 

Scenario-based App (in MATLAB) 
with user interface, able to make 
wide range of scenarios, its outputs 
are: 
1- Forecasted demand logs in csv 
format for any arbitrary time 
horizon. 
2- Probabilistic patterns (csv format) 
which are feedable to the logistic 
simulation for testing performance 
and sales attributes. 
3- Dashboard of results visualization 
with managerial insights. 

Scenario-based App (in PYTHON-
TKinter package) with user 
interface, able to make wide range 
of scenarios, its outputs are: 
1- Scenario-based modular demand 
schedule logs (on multi-erection 
sites) in csv format. 
2- Dashboard of visual resulted 
graphs on completion time windows, 
daily probabilistic patterns for 
required quantity of different module 
types, and cost/revenue/profit 
analysis. 

Scenario-based App (in PYTHON-
TKinter package) with user 
interface, able to make scenarios, 
its outputs are: 
 
1- Scenario-based Potential/modular 
demand logs for yearly/monthly 
aggregated level and daily level (in 
csv format). 
 
2-Tableau Dashboard of visual 
results on map and graphs. 

What is the contribution of 

application results?  

1- Comparison multi-scenarios 
demand logs, providing deep 
managerial insights on demand shape 
and its geographical distribution in 
terms of volume and service types 
which is helpful to be prepared for 
future risks/challenges with suitable 
policies. 
2- Comparison multi-scenarios with 
simulated sales after feeding 
probabilistic patterns leads to:  
• Understanding of Sale shape 

and its geographical 
distribution in terms of 
volume and service types for 
each scenario.  

• Required capacities or lack of 
resources in different hubs-
locations or different hours of 
day which result to lost sales. 

• Comparing performance of 
alternative logistic layouts by 
monitoring their simulated 
sales with the level of lost sale 
and on-time delivery. 

3- Testing third party LSP bidders’ 
capability under divers’ demand 
scenarios. 

1-Using scenario-based demand 
schedule logs for integrated 
assessment of the disruptions impact 
on consumption rates of different 
module types at the erection sites, 
and estimating projected changes on 
required production rates, storage 
capacity, and production start/finish 
dates. 
 
2- Visual graphs on dashboard guide 
managers and executives through 
risks caused by disruptions with 
providing managerial insights to 
better understand the different 
decision variables’ impact on 
project/building completion time 
windows, and probabilistic time 
windows which different type of 
modules will be needed in multi-
projects. 
 
In overall, guiding managers toward 
appropriate contracting and 
actionable recourse options and 
policies. 

1- Estimation of potential demand 
and its characteristics on MSA helps 
to find the best location for setting 
the production hubs and storages, in 
the way to catch more market share 
with a lower cost of transportation 
and supply erection sites.  
 
2- Predicted future number of 
potential projects and their size/value 
helps for long term resource and 
capacity assignments planning.  
 
3- Better understanding of where 
geographically and when we will 
have demand and we can expect 
potential projects may pop up, it 
helps for optimal investment and 
advertisement/incentive planning and 
contracting policies.  
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 CHAPTER 1.  PREDICTIVE SCENARIO-BASED DEMAND AND 
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR MODELING FOR NEW SERVICES IN 

HYPERCONNECTED URBAN PARCEL LOGISTICS. 

Abstract: Rapid demand growth and fierce competition are encouraging logistics 

service providers towards expanding their competency and capability in terms of offering 

novel and faster services and reinventing their logistics system so as to profitably and 

sustainably gain market shares. However, analyzing customer behavior and the 

underlying causes of demand variability for new services are complex tasks. This chapter 

is dealing with customer behavior modeling for a service provider who wants to extend 

its offering system to much faster delivery service than ever done before. To adjust its 

logistic capacities with future demand, it needs to estimate the volume and geographical 

distribution of demand for newly offered services. By capturing customers’ sensitivities 

to the delivery-time observed in historical sales data and geo-categorization of orders in 

different time factors, a scenario-based demand generation methodology and tool is 

introduced for generating a wide range of demand scenarios with probabilistic patterns 

for customer behavior over all service offers with dynamic pricing, aimed to feed a 

simulator which models large-scale urban logistics networks service and offerings. The 

chapter describes the application of the methodology for the case of a major China-based 

logistic service provider, to enable testing service capability improvements achievable by 

leveraging Physical Internet aligned transformation toward hyperconnected urban 

logistics in a Chinese megacity.   

1.1 Introduction 

In fast-developing industries with increasing global competition in the introduction 

of new and innovative services, proper assignment of marketing and operational 

resources, and best use of the available data to explain the demand and sales dynamics of 

a new service are crucial in the success and profitability of new offerings. The research 

leading to this chapter stems from a large-scale collaborative industry-university project 

(see Campos et al., 2021), notably its work package dealing with demand prediction and 

customer behavior modeling. The partnering company is a leading Chinese parcel logistic 
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service provider (LSP) that is facing rapid market growth and endeavors to improve 

efficiency and extend service offers to the less than few hours intra-city delivery services. 

Such fast delivery is way beyond their current market offers. Therefore, for future 

demand prediction, it is required to model potential/current customer behaviors and 

preferences to estimate what portion of current customers may shift to order newly 

offered faster services, how many potential new customers are to consider this company 

because of its new offers, and how customers are to react if their promised offers are not 

satisfactorily fulfilled. In this chapter, we propose approaches to model customer 

behavior for new urban parcel logistic services. A key target application of these 

approaches relates to the comprehensive scenario-based probabilistic modeling of 

demand and customer behavior for parcel logistics, as introduced by Bahrami-Bidoni & 

Montreuil (2021). Such modeling notably allows to generate demand to feed the urban 

parcel logistics simulator developed through the project and to test the simulation 

performance of alternative logistic systems and offerings, and to monitor the level of 

customer satisfaction for multiple scenarios (Kaboudvand et al., 2021). 

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 presents bibliometric 

analysis results over publications on the area of this study, and also provides a brief 

literature review. Section 3 focuses on historical demand and behavior data analytics. 

Section 4 tackles demand and customer behavior modeling for new services. Section 5 

introduces a creative methodology inspired by the generalized Bass model to analytics of 

price-based demand response. Section 6 presents a proposed scenario-based user-

interactive application and its uses. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper through a 

synthesis of the contribution, limitations, and avenues for further research. 

1.2 Bibliometric Analysis and Literature Review 

To provide an overview of the existing research in customer behavior and demand 

data analytics, a bibliometric analysis was conducted on 11/20/2022 using the well-

established and acknowledged, Web of Science (WoS) database. The used query for WoS 

is as follows: TS= ((“sales” OR “orders” OR “consumption” OR “demand”) AND “data” 

AND (“household” OR “industrial” OR “individual” OR “customer” OR “consumer”) 
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AND (”Analytics” OR “modeling” OR “predicting” OR “demand response” OR 

“clustering” OR “forecasting” OR “profiling” OR “classification” OR “abnormal” OR 

“anomaly”) AND (“logistic system” OR “market” OR ”competitor” OR ”company” OR 

”parcel delivery”)). Figure 1.1 shows the number of publications and total citations 

indexed by WoS 1990 to 2022. In total, 2919 publications were found in WoS. Before 

2013, the number of publications was at a relatively low level, then it increased rapidly to 

reach 360 in the year 2021 on WoS.  

 

 
Figure 1.1 Annual scientific publications and total citations on customer behavior and 

demand data analytics indexed by WOS 

 

Figure 1.2 shows the most productive countries and collaborations in these 

publications. Figure 1.3 draws the Publications trends of top authors over the time; the 

size of circles represents number of publications, and the color darkness defines the total 

earned citations at that related year. In addition, the rest of bibliometric results have been 

presented in Appendix A. For instance, Figure A.1 shows average article citations per 

year, which is keep increasing until now, and Figure A.2 is mapping the publications area 

distributions, showing most to be categorized in the business area. Figure A.3 provides 

keyword co-occurrences network in which the size of nodes represents frequency of 

word’s appearance and edges display co-occurrences. 
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Figure 1.2 Most productive countries and collaborations on publications about customer 

behavior and demand data analytics 

 
Figure 1.3 Top author’s production trends on publications about customer behavior and 

demand data analytics 

Also, Figure A.4 provides the topic dendrogram from extracted literature in WoS. 

Hierarchical clustering produces a dendrogram, a structure that is a nested sequence of 

clusters which look like a tree as depicted in Figure A.4. The y-coordinate of the 

horizontal line is the similarity of the two clusters that were merged, where the objects 
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being clustered are viewed as singleton clusters. Hierarchical clustering uses either a 

divisive (top-down) or an agglomerative (bottom-up) algorithm which has implications 

on the way in which the data is separated by the algorithm. 

The detailed taxonomy illustrated in Figure 1.4 as a result of this study provides a 

comprehensive application-oriented overview of the existing literature on demand and 

customer data analytics. Analytics is known as the scientific process of transforming data 

into insights for making better decisions, and at a conceptual perspective level, it is 

commonly divided into four stages (Wang et al., 2018): (1) descriptive data 

summarization and visualization for exploratory purposes, (2) explanatory diagnostic 

models that estimate relationships between variables and allow for hypothesis testing, (3) 

predictive models that enable forecasts of variables of interest and simulation of the 

effect of marketing control settings, and (4) prescriptive optimization models that are 

used to determine optimal levels of control variables. Some of the techniques and 

methodologies adopted or developed to address each application have been summarized 

in Figure 1.4.  

Moreover, Figure 1.4 shows that the size and degree of structure in data increases 

from right to left, and the feasibility of the higher level of analysis decreases as a function 

of big data dimensions. It illustrates that the information value of the data grows as its 

volume, variety, and velocity increase, but that the decision value derived from analytical 

methods increases at the expense of increased model complexity and computational cost. 

Wang et al. (2018) and Chicco G. (2016) in their review papers provided a critical 

examination of analytics methods, with a marketing focus, by tracing their historical 

development, examining their applications to structured and unstructured data generated 

within or external to a firm, and reviewing their potential to support marketing decisions. 

The application of smart meter data analytics on customer behavior (Wedel & 

Kannan (2016)) is particularly revealing in regard to our paper due to its emphasis on 

customer behavior. As summarized in Hong & Fan (2016), there are three ways to 

modify the workflow to generate probabilistic forecasts: 1) generating multiple input 

scenarios to feed to a point forecasting model; 2) applying probabilistic forecasting 
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models, and 3) augmenting point outputs to probabilistic outputs by imposing simulated 

or modeled residuals or making ensembles of point forecasts. The scenario generation 

method was also used to develop a probabilistic view of power distribution system 

reliability indices (Black et al. (2018)). 

Figure 1.4 Literature review taxonomy for predictive demand and customer data analytics 

The Bass model was first to forecast demand for new products which have been 

widely used in new product forecasting mainly because of its concise conceptual 

framework, parameter setting and good explanatory ability (Bass, 1969). It was defined 

using a differential equation in which purchases are initiated by mass communication and 

further driven by word of mouth (WoM) from past purchases. The Bass model and its 

various extensions (e.g., Ramírez-Hassan & Montoya-Blandón, 2020) typically explain 

the customer purchase process at a highly aggregate level of a market which does not 

allow for capturing customer heterogeneity. Moreover, they assume that all customers 
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can communicate with all the others (perfect mixing), an assumption often violated in 

observed network of customers. Consequently, their estimates are highly biased and hard 

to relate to customer behavior (Abedi, 2019). The Bass model and its extensions require 

accuracy and completeness of sales data to ensure prediction accuracy, and these types of 

models are also difficult to adapt to the complex and changeable market environment. 

Following the Bass model and its variations to model adoption of a new product, 

a variety of methods have been proposed: agent-based simulation models (e.g., Rand & 

Rust, 2011; Kiesling et al., 2012); equation-based models, particularly, compartmental 

modeling (e.g., Rahmandad & Sterman, 2008; Hariharan et al., 2015). Nonlinear 

differential equation models can easily encompass a wide range of feedback effects, but 

typically aggregate agents into a relatively small number of states (compartments). For 

instance, innovation diffusion models may aggregate the population into categories 

including unaware, aware, in the market, adopters, and so on (Urban et al. 1990, Mahajan 

et al. 2000). These have in common modeling the adoption pattern at the level of each 

compartment. Compartmental models add spatial and psychographic segments to Bass-

type models, allowing modelers to approximate the heterogeneity, clustering, and 

communication network of customers, while retaining an analytical structure. These 

models have been mainly explored in the context of forecasting demand and describing 

customer behavior, but their suitability as a scalable modeling tool to support large scale 

marketing and/or operational decision making is not explored.    

Abedi (2019) proposed a flexible compartmental model and assessed its 

suitability in terms of use of data, adherence to micro-level customer behavior, and use in 

large scale decision making. The paper reveals that the introduced compartmental model 

results in estimates that are less biased and can predict the shape of the adoption curve 

significantly better than the Bass model. A hybrid new product demand forecasting 

model proposed by Yin et al. (2020) combines clustering analysis, using a fuzzy 

clustering-rough set method, and deep learning, using a neural network model. First, they 

make a primary prediction based on the classical Bass model, where fuzzy clustering and 

rough set methods are used to obtain the attributes of the new product through historical 

sales data analysis of related products. Then, they correct the prediction error by a neural 
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network model to form robust predictive results. Temporal sales patterns are often 

dynamically influenced by word of mouth, previous experience, and loyalty as well as by 

marketing/advertising and distribution support (Abedi, 2019). Demand estimates for new 

products in the existing methodologies mostly rely on adoption patterns through 

customers’ network connections and products’ similarities. Until now, existing prediction 

models for new services have rarely been fully validated in terms of quality and 

consistency. Yet the need for such models is significant in parcel logistic systems, as 

making such predictions is part of the critical tasks faced by LSP managers on a regular 

basis.   

To address this problem, we construct three connected models hereafter 

presented. First is a model that predicts the total number of customers who consider the 

LSP to order (customers who come to the LSP’s business centers or website- and receive 

offers). This is a scenario-based mathematical model proposed for hourly long-term 

demand, which consists of a nested combination of three subsections using 2-D 

representations for modeling specific events and the hourly variation within a week. 

Second is a model of customer behavior and sensitivities to the delivery time. This 

model, for any scenario assumption, estimates the probability of selecting a specific offer 

among all offers, for each type of customers. Third is a model providing probabilistic 

parameter values of the above two models in different scenarios.  

In our reported research experimentation, the first two models are implemented 

inside the parcel routing simulator. For the third model, we provide an AI-based App 

with a user interface to compute the value for input parameters of the above two models 

based on the specific assumed scenario. Then we feed values of these parameters to the 

comprehensive parcel routing simulation model (in CSV files) and investigated the 

impact of customer preferences on demand. During simulation runs, this enables us to see 

how the source and destination of orders is generated in the area and how customers are 

to select among offers.  We also test the performance of a simulated logistic system for 

that specific scenario. The rest of the chapter presents four stages of analytics in this 

study. 
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1.3 Historical data analytics 

Predicting demand faces many information challenges. For instance, in the logistics 

context, estimating potential intracity demand for parcel logistics in an overall megacity 

market depends on a lot of factors such as population and microeconomic growth factors 

to name a few. Most challenging is the lack of knowledge about potential customers who 

approach diverse competitors and those who reject all offers. In most cases, the only 

direct information one can get comes from the historical sales data of one or a few LSPs 

and is about those customers who approached and ordered from a given LSP. Rarely are 

logged rejected offers at sale time, nor the fact that the customer considered several LSPs. 

Another challenge is that LSP defines some cut off times after which a service may 

not be available anymore. As an example, a cut off time for the next-morning delivery is 

at noon, and therefore after noon no parcel is accepted for the next-morning delivery 

service. Thus, the historical sales pattern is impacted by cut-offs, as shown in Figure 1.5, 

where a high volume of sales is depicted prior to the two cut-off times. So, we need to 

consider this fact and weigh the rest of day hours to balance the demand volume patterns 

by pushing proportional of that toward hours after cut-offs. 

 

Figure 1.5 An example of cut-off time impacts on sales volume pattern 
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1.3.1 Big data analysis and anomaly detection 

The growth of customers in LSP’s market has resulted in the use of big data 

analytics to understand customers’ behavior in predicting the demand for items. It uses a 

complex process of examining large amounts of data to uncover hidden patterns in the 

information. It is established on the basis of finding correlation between various 

parameters that are recorded, understanding purchase patterns and applying statistical 

measures on collected data. For this purpose, we have leveraged as a bench test the large-

scale real-world Chinese megacity database of a LSP collaborating to our research. The 

database notably includes one-year waybills and Barcode Scanning streaming (in 

terabytes volume) as well as some multivariate data fusion such as latitude/longitude 

geographical information about hubs and customers, and socio-demographic information. 

This has been used for profiling different types of customers and clustering them in terms 

of their preferences over services and their sensitivities relative to offered delivery time. 

Cleaning this big data, detecting anomalies/outliers, and estimating null/missed data was 

a challenging part of this project in the early steps. 

1.3.2 Customer profiling 

Customers’ diversity can be modeled through geo-categorization. For instance, 

consider a city as a grid of small units such as in Figure 1.6. These units can for example 

represent zip codes. Based on the type of buildings, facilities or departments, it is 

possible to categorize customers who are living in each unit. Grid units can be 

categorized as entirely or partially being business, industrial, residential, etc. Thus, to 

model customer behavior we categorize potential and loyal customer’s preferences based 

on their order types and geographical- sociodemographic characteristics and 

probabilistically modeling their offer selection or rejection behaviors as presented in 

section 1.4.3. 
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Figure 1.6 City as a grid of units with the corresponding customer categories based on 

building types 

1.4 Modeling demand and customer behavior for new services 

1.4.1 General perspective of proposed model 

The proposed model for implementing the demand and customer behavior model as 

well as feeding its outputs to the given simulated logistic system have been summarized 

in Figure 1.7. In the collaborative research project having introduced in this chapter’s 

contribution, we have used an urban logistics simulator developed using the Anylogic 

tool to simulate the parcel routing logistics with offering service levels (Kaboudvand et 

al., 2021). Probabilistic modeling and analytics, based on multivariate data, customer 

profiles, and historical sales trend over past time intervals, enables generating 

probabilistic demand patterns, customer preferences, and price-based demand response 

patterns into the simulated virtual world which are explained in sections 1.4.2, 1.4.3, and 

1.5. This sets the stage for the agents operating the logistic system in the simulator.  

Demand generation of potential orders requires knowing the feasible service types 

and also estimating their costs to find the feasible domain area for the offers. As an LSP 

may have some predefined routing cycles in the logistic simulation and estimates of how 

long each trip between different logistics hubs during different times of day will take, it 
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becomes possible to estimate for each order feasible piecewise trajectory trips, and the 

duration of parcel journeys from their source and their destination. For doing this, the 

offering manager collaborates with the logistic model to get a real-time robust estimate 

on the delivery time of the parcel from pickup point to the delivery point through the 

system. Based on this information, the LSP filters offers by removing those that are 

infeasible with respect to the fastest possible delivery time. After LSPs provide the set of 

feasible service offers to the customer, he/she/it rejects them all or chooses an offer from 

one of them, in a way that can be estimated through the probabilistic model of customer 

behavior computed by models in forthcoming sections 1.4.3 and 1.5. If the customer’s 

preference is not in the list of LSP offers, the customer will choose or not to substitute for 

the next best fitting alternative feasible offer, which can be modeled based on the 

cumulative probability function of the corresponding order category. 

 

Figure 1.7 Scenario-based predictive modeling of demand and customer behavior 

 After enough iterations of feeding many demand scenarios and corresponding 

probabilistic customer behavior, this leads to adequately estimating the distribution of 

scenario-based forecasts for potential demand, sales, and lost sales. The reference 

Kaboudvand et al. (2021) provides more details regarding how the simulator parameters 
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are obtained from probabilistic customer behavior models as inputs, how they interact 

with each other, and how verification and validation of the simulator are conducted. 

 

1.4.2 Modeling probabilistic pattern for scenario-based demand volume and 

geographical source/destination distribution 

To generate the patterns for demand volume, we use a mathematical model 

inspired by the methodology proposed in Filik et al. (2011) which contains a nested 

combination of three subsections using weekly residual load variations and two-

dimensional representations for modeling specific events and the hourly variations within 

a week. Data-driven learning and fitting surface functions to this template structure allow 

getting the base pattern of demand volume with lower/upper bounds on the probabilistic 

range at the hourly granularity over a given forecast period. We have introduced and 

explained this proposed approach in more detail in Bahrami-Bidoni & Montreuil (2021). 

1.4.3 Modeling probabilistic customer behavior pattern for demanding services 

First, a category based on four attributes (h, s, r, d) has been considered for each potential 

order: h is the time window of placing order (which hour of a day), s and r are category 

types of shipper and receiver of corresponding parcel (type referring to geo-

categorization in section 1.3.2), and d is the categorical distance variable between order’s 

source and destination (e.g. d1< 10 km, 10 km ≤ d2<40 km, 40 km ≤ d3). For instance, a 

potential order category could be a parcel from a business to a residential area with d2 

distance at 2 PM. Moreover, the proportional demand (pd) weight for faster services ( c
pdw
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) is computed for order category c by 
1, old

c c c
pd TS fd t

w w w= ∗ , where 
1, old

c
fd t

w  is the fractional 

historical demand volume weight for the 1
oldt in category c among all other categories 

(Table 1.2), and the delivery-time sensitivity weights ( c
TSw ) obtained by equation (1), 

(Table 1.1 shows heatmaps of delivery-time sensitivity weights over pairs of 

source/destination types ). 

1 1 2( ) [ ( ) ( ) ]c c old c old c old
TSw R t R t R t= +                                                                     (1) 

where 1( )c oldR t and 2( )c oldR t are the average demand rates in category c for the first 

and second fastest delivery-time offered on historical sales data. This network relies on a 

multi-tier meshing starting at the lowest tier with (1) unit zones, (2) local cells as clusters 

of unit zones, (3) urban areas as clusters of local cells. 

The cumulative probability function over the previously available offering set of 

delivery times is extracted from historical sales data as a base (e.g., left diagram of Figure 

1.8). Then, based on assumptions in given scenario and using the algorithm hereafter 

described, a new piecewise cumulative probability function will be simulated over all the 

new sets of delivery time services and finally lead to completing the probabilistic 

customer behavior model over a new set of service levels for a given scenario (e.g., right 

diagram of Figure 1.8). 
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Table 1.1 Heatmaps of delivery-time sensitivity weights 
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Table 1.2 Heatmaps of fractional historical demand volume weight for next morning  
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Algorithm for simulation of customer preference over all potential continuous delivery-time: 

Assumptions: 
D: Average daily demand forecasted by the first model presented in section 1.5.2. 
P: Total percentage of potential customers seeking new faster services (one of scenario assumption). 

{ }1 2, ,...,Old Old Old Old
sO t t t= : The set of all promised delivery-times in the old service offering system. 

{ }1 2, ,...,New New New New
rO t t t= : The set of all faster delivery-times in the new service offering system. 

( )
1 2 1

, ,..., , 1Old Old Old Old
s i

sc c c c c
t t t ti

V v v v v
=

= =∑ : Probability vector of demand over the set of old offering 

services. 
 
Goal: Computing continues cumulative probability function of category c for selecting over all delivery-
time services. 
 
 

Step 1: Compute the vectors ( )0 1 2, , ,...,c c c c c
sK K K K K= , where  0

c c
pdK P D w= ∗ ∗   and

( )1 Old
i

c c
i pd t

K P D w v= − ∗ ∗ ∗   , 1,...,i s= . 

Step 2: Normalize cK to get the vector  
0

1c c
s c

ii

K K
K

=

′ =
∑

  where its first component 1
cK ′ is the 

cumulative probability of demand over all new offering services. 

Step 3:  1
cL K ′=  

1:

ˆ ( )

c
i r

Old
i

Do for i s
L L K

F t L
End

′
+

=

= +

=

                                                                                                                                 (2) 

Step 4: Fitting function ( ) ( ), ( ) 1 exp( ( ) ) 1 ( ) exp( ( ) )c
p qF t p q t q p p q t= − − + + − +  inspired by 

Bass diffusion Model and compute the optimal ,p q∗ ∗ coefficients with lower function error to the 

data sets  { }ˆ( , ( )) | Oldt F t t O∈ . 

Return  
,

( )
p q

F t∗ ∗ As the cumulative probability function of category c for selecting over all 

delivery-time services.    ( )New Oldt T O O∈ = ∪ . 
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Figure 1.8 The cumulative probability demand estimation for new faster services  

In the first two steps of the algorithm, the cumulative probability demand over all 

new offers is obtained and demand probability over old offer set calibrated based on 

value of P in scenario assumption and d from section 1.4.2). In stage 3, a rough estimate 

for F(t) over new delivery-time services is computed and then the optimal value of p and 

q parameters will be obtained such that the continue Bass model function is fitted to the 

estimated discrete cumulative probability in corresponding order category. 

1.5 Price/Incentive-based probabilistic demand response analytics 

Research shows that customer satisfaction, advertisements, word of mouth (WoM), 

and incentive offers/plans have a positive effect on increasing the potential customers 

(Chen, 2017). Thus, modeling the customer sensitivities to the price changes helps to 

construct a dynamic pricing system that optimizes profits while increasing demand 

market share and keeping high the level of satisfaction. Here, the functional framework 

of a generalized Bass Model, presented by Ramírez-Hassan & Montoya-Blandón (2020) 

incorporating market effort into the Bass Model, has been used for modeling demand 

adoption diffusion rate due to internal/external influences over the delivery-time axis. F(t) 

and f(t) are the cumulative and non-cumulative proportions of demand at offered 

delivery-time t, and Y(t) is the total number of potential customers demanding faster 
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services up to but not including offers with delivery time t. The coefficient (p) is the rate 

of spontaneous demand adoption, and the coefficient (q) is the rate of imitation of 

demand adoption that the optimal p and q parameters for any order category computed by 

the proposed algorithm (in section 1.4.3). T is the set of all available offered delivery-

time services.  

1 1
1 2

1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) max{0, ( ) ( )}( ( )) ( ) , ( ) 1 ,
1 ( ) ( ) ( )

i i i i i
i i i i

i i i

f t P t P t A t A tp qY t x t x t t T
F t P t A t

α α− −

− −

− −
= + = + + ∈

−
    (3) 

Where ( )ix t , ( )iP t , and ( )iA t are respectively the market effort, the price and the 

advertising for the ith service offer with it promised delivery-time. These variables enter 

the market effort equation as percentage increases. The sale on offered service with 

delivery-time it  will be computed by  

 1( ) ( ) ( )i i iS t F t F t e−= − +                                                                                                   (4) 

Where e is an additive normally distributed error term with variance 2σ and F(t) 

is given by equation (3).  

{ }
{ } 1 2min

1 exp ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) , ( ) ,
(0)1 ( )exp ( )( )

i i i
i i i

i

X t p q P t A tF t X t t Ln Ln t T
P Aq p X t p q

α α
− − +   = = + + ∈  + − +    



     (5) 

Where ( )iX t is the cumulative market effort, found by transforming equation (3) 

into continuous delivery-time and integrating from 0 to it , and ( )iA t is the last value for 

which there was a positive change in advertising ( minP is the minimum price that was 

offered among available services). Moreover, the time of peak sales defined as the time 

of the highest diffusion rate S(t) can be calculated by using the equation  
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(ln ln ) ( )t q p p q∗ = − +                                                                                                     (6) 

Which means that decreasing/increasing in price, advertisement, and any other 

market effort on offering a service with promised delivery-time by t∗  would have highest 

impact to increase demand on the corresponding order category.  

1.6 Proposed scenario-based user-interactive application 

We have conceived and developed a scenario maker application in MATLAB allowing us 

to set scenario assumptions through an interactive user interface, and to run the model 

under these assumptions to generate scenario-based probabilistic distributions of 

customer behavior. All mathematical models explained in sections 1.4 and 1.5 have been 

embedded in this user-interactive application. This includes the probability distribution of 

customer preferences on different available offers for all categories and substitution 

probability for each offer when it is not feasible. Aggregated, this results in scenario-

based probabilistic patterns for hourly total demand volume for intracity, inbound, and 

outbound flows, to be transposed into orders in a simulated logistics system.  

Using the scenario-based probabilistic models presented in sections 1.4.2, 1.4.3, 

and 1.5, and the probability distributions for source/destination of parcels on different 

time factors, enables to generate future scenario-based forecasted demand logs for the 

given time horizon which includes every single parcel request, as part of a demand 

scenario to be simulated. As depicted in Figure 1.7, alternative future logs based on 

alternative scenarios can be simulated in parallel worlds, and the results from these 

simulations combined to reveal and analyze logistics outcome and performance 

distributions. Using the demand and customer behavior models as drivers for the logistics 
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simulator allows performing simulations jointly enabling to compare, beyond logistics 

costs and environmental impacts, the sales and customer satisfaction outcomes from 

different scenarios. 

 

Figure 1.9 Beneficial outcomes of analysis over simulator results by feeding scenario-based 
probabilistic patterns for demand and customer behavior. 

Figure 1.9 provides examples for two types of how feeding probabilistic patterns 

for demand and customer behavior helps to evaluate logistics system performance in a 

holistic manner. In type 1 comparison, we compare the simulated performance of a 

designed logistic system in two different demand scenarios. For each scenario, the left 

and right pie charts contrast the modeled demand share for each offer and the resulting 

simulated sales share for each of these offers. Here, the results show that the current 

logistic model would be less efficient in face of scenario #2 demand pattern and would 

lead to a lack of resources to answer the demand, inducing lost sales. In type 2 

comparison, we assume a demand scenario, and feeding its probabilistic pattern to three 

designed simulated logistics models enables us to examine their performance in terms of 
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both revenues and costs, and to demonstrate that design #3 is better poised to meet 

demand.  

 

Figure 1.10 Comparison of hyperconnected and hub and spoke logistics topologies (Campos 
and Montreuil et al., 2021) 

Similarly, Figure 1.11 provides examples of how feeding probabilistic patterns for 

demand and customer behavior to the simulation helps holistically evaluate logistics 

system performance for two different configuration layouts of logistics called hub and 

spoke and hyperconnected (Figure 1.10). As a brief introduction about these two layouts, 

in a traditional hub-and-spoke network each unit zone is served by a single access hub, 

each local cell is served by a single local hub, and each urban area is connected to a 

single gateway hub. Moreover, no direct shipment between neighboring hubs at the same 

tier is allowed and each access hub in 1-tier is connected to single local hub in 2-tier, 

itself connected to a single gateway hub in 3-tier. Alternatively, in a hyperconnected 

logistic web, each unit zone can be potentially served by more than one access hub 

(access hubs are commonly located close to the intersection of unit zones). 
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Likewise, each local cell can be served by more than one local hub and each 

urban area can be assigned to more than one gateway hub. Also, lateral flow between 

hubs at the same tier is allowed in a mesh network way. Parcel shipment is allowed 

between nearby access hubs in the same local cell and nearby local hubs in the same area, 

which helps avoid unnecessary travel to higher tiers for shipping between nearby hubs. 

Furthermore, each hub at a lower tier may be connected to a few nearby hubs at the 

higher tier as is more convenient given the direction of parcel destinations.  

 

Figure 1.11 Compare simulated sale rates of two logistic layouts using probabilistic patterns 
for demand and customer behavior 

 

In this experiment, we have a scenario assumption that a total of 15% of 

customers may seek new same-day faster service offers. You can see in the sales rate that 

hyperconnected layout was able to perform better and can takes some portion of demand 

for same-day faster intra-cell and intra-area services. In the simulation, customers choose 

among available offers which are identified as feasible given the state of the logistic 

system at the customer demand time and its projected state between pickup and delivery 
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times. Our modeling feeds the simulation with probabilistic customer behavior patterns 

from which are dynamically computed the probability of choosing among feasible offers 

for each customer demand. Scenario-based demand logs and the probabilistic patterns 

which are generated by the proposed methodology and our prototype application are 

useful to test performance of different logistic configurations. 

1.7 Conclusion 

 The research reported in this chapter is a part of an industry-university project for 

a large urban parcel logistic system, focused on modeling and forecasting the intracity 

demand and customer behavior to extend service offers for faster delivery. We have 

proposed a scenario-based probabilistic modeling approach for demand generation to 

feed the parcel routing simulation model used for testing the performance of 

current/alternative logistic systems and monitoring the level of customer satisfaction. 

Moreover, a scenario-based application with an interactive user-interface has been 

described to make a wide range of various demand scenarios and to simulate customer 

preference on new services. This tool is resulting in scenario-based probabilistic patterns 

for demand and customer behavior which are feedable to the logistic simulator for testing 

performance and sales attributes as well as providing scenario-based forecasted demand 

logs for any arbitrary duration. Comparing multiple scenarios by analysis on demand logs 

is providing deep managerial insights on demand shape and its geographical distribution 

in terms of volume and service types, which is helpful to be prepared for future 

risks/challenges with suitable policies. Also, multi-scenario comparison by analysis of 

simulated sales after feeding probabilistic patterns leads to a better understanding of sales 

shape and its geographical distribution in terms of volume and service types and a better 
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understanding of required capacities or lack of resources in different locations or different 

hours of the day which result in lost sales. Moreover, it helps compare logistic 

performance for different hub/routing designs and the level of on-time delivery and 

customer satisfaction. Beyond the need for further empirical investigation of the paper’s 

contribution, a key avenue for further research with a high potential for model 

improvement is to explicitly account for customer satisfaction and its positive/negative 

impacts on future demand. Customer satisfaction measurement and impact is twofold, 

first relative to the offers made by the LSP in terms of time and price, and second relative 

to the actual delivery performance relative to the promised delivery time and price. 
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CHAPTER 2.  RISK-SENSITIVE SCENARIO-BASED PREDICTION 
OF ON-SITE DEMAND AND COMPLETION TIMES IN 

DISTRIBUTED MODULAR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS  

 Abstract: Implementation of large-scale construction projects is risky as many 

disruptive events may impact planning schedules. A systematic approach for assessing 

the associated risks of such projects is a critical success factor. In collaboration with an 

industrial partner, we have focused on modular construction projects with cuboid 

modules built in the factory and then erected on site. We have developed a predictive 

scenario-based on-site demand model for modules to be erected and for project 

completion times.  We use scenario-based estimation for projected demand volume of 

each type of modules and the probabilistic time windows during which they are needed 

for buildings on active sites in a multi-project context. We consider disruptive events 

impacting module demand and erection completion times, such as rain, wind, crane 

malfunctions, module shortage, reduced labor/equipment availability, delays with 

foundations or with getting legal permits, non-respect of contractual agreements, and 

discrepancies between plant and actual production.  

These risks and disruptive events are modeled mathematically using statistical 

modeling, then we generate a wide range of most probable scenarios from daily 

probabilistic distributions of risks, and finally, by mining over these scenarios we come 

up with analytical results guiding managerial and executive decisions. As tested in 

several real large-scale modular construction projects, the proposed approach and the 

developed modeling and technology supporting it have proven capable of enabling 

managers and executives to better understand the different variables’ impact on project 
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and building completion time windows, and module demand patterns, so as to guide them 

through risks and disruptions toward appropriate contracting and actionable recourse 

options and policies. 

2.1 Introduction 

The construction sector is currently undergoing a shift from onsite stick-built 

construction to distributed modular construction that takes advantage of modern 

prefabrication techniques. As a result of this transformation, current construction supply 

chains, which have focused on the delivery of raw materials to sites, are no longer apt and 

need to make way for new, strengthened, and time-critical logistics systems (Hsu et al., 

2018). The benefits of modular construction come from manufacturing building 

components in a factory environment, where higher efficiencies and quality can be 

achieved, the need for space to store materials or environment on erection sites is 

reduced, and the assembly process is significantly shortened (Rogers & Bottaci (1997), 

Lawson et al. (2014)). 

Previous studies have indicated that erection site delays constitute the largest cause 

of demand schedule deviations. Gunduz et al. (2013) listed 83 distinct factors causing 

delays in building projects with over 90% traceable to activities within construction sites. 

When delays occur, the actual progress of the project lags behind the original schedules. 

Material demand will decrease, and project duration will have to be extended, incurring 

additional costs (Sweis et al., 2008). Because delays in construction schedules are almost 

inevitable (Sambasivan & Soon, 2007), and changes in the demand often have a severe 

impact on upstream logistics, their effect must be carefully taken into consideration 
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(Assaf & Al-Hejji (2006), Hsu et al. (2017)). Zou et al. (2007) proposed a technique for 

predicting demand uncertainties on the construction site by using a probabilistic analysis 

on historical data.  

The chapter introduces a mathematical model for scenario-based estimation of 

projected demand volume of each type of modules and the probabilistic time windows 

which they are needed on different erection sites and multi-projects considering 

disruptive events. The research underpinning this chapter’s contribution has been realized 

as part of a distributed modular-construction research project in collaboration with an 

industry partner. 

The chapter is structured as follows. Next, section 2.2 presents a bibliometric 

analysis on the topic of this chapter, then proceeds with a focused review of the literature. 

Section 2.3 introduces the methodology including assumptions and model formulation. 

Section 2.4 covers model implementation by developing a user-interactive application. 

Finally, Section 2.5 provides conclusive remarks and avenues for further research. 

2.2 Bibliometric Analysis and Literature Review 

To provide an overview of the existing research in risk analytics in modular 

construction, a bibliometric analysis was conducted on 11/21/2022 using the well-

established and acknowledged databases, Web of Science (WoS). The query for WoS is 

as follows: TS= ((risk OR hazard OR barrier OR uncertainty OR uncertainties OR delay ) 

AND ('disruption' OR 'Disruptive' OR 'Delay') AND (‘offsite construction’ OR 'off-site 

construction’ OR ‘offsite production’ OR ‘off-site production’ OR ‘offsite 

manufacturing’ OR ‘off-site manufacturing’ OR prefabrication OR prefabricated OR 
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prefab OR pre-fab OR pre-fabricated OR ‘industrialized building system’ OR ‘modular 

construction’ OR modular OR ‘off-site fabrication’ OR modularization OR ‘prefabricated 

refinished volumetric construction’ OR ‘modern method off construction’ OR 

‘industrialized construction’)). Figure 2.1 shows the number of publications and total 

citations indexed by WoS 1977 to 2022. In total, 2,576 publications were found in WoS. 

Before 2012, the number of publications was at a relatively low level, while it increased 

rapidly beginning in 2013 and reached 200 in the year 2020 on WoS.  

 
Figure 2.1 Annual scientific publication and total citation on risk analytics in modular 

construction indexed by WOS 

 

Figure 2.2 shows the most productive countries and collaborations in these 

publications. Figure 2.3 draws the publications trends of top authors over the time; the 

size of circles represents the number of publications, and the color darkness defines the 

total earned citations in a specified year. 
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Figure 2.2 Most productive countries and collaborations on publications about risk 

analytics in modular construction 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Top author’s production trends over the time on publications about risk 

analytics in modular construction 
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In addition, the rest of bibliometric results have been presented in Appendix B. For 

instance, Figure B.1 depicts the yearly-increasing average number of article citations. 

Figure B.2 maps the distribution of publications areas, revealing that most of the 

publications are categorized as being in the engineering and computer science areas. 

Figure B.3 provides keyword co-occurrences network in which the size of nodes 

represents frequency of word’s appearance and edges display co-occurrences. 

Existing literature provides useful evidence on the presence of risk factors in 

various construction projects. Though some risk factors are mutual in several 

construction projects, other risk factors are different for every construction project due to 

different requirements such as resources, technologies and management skills (Luo et al. 

2019). Addressing the risk in the large-scale projects requires systematic modelling tools 

and the visualization could help decision-makers to focus on the highlighted risk factors 

in a project portfolio. Kimiagari and Keivanpour (2019) provided an interactive risk 

visualization tool for large scale and complex engineering and construction projects 

under uncertainty and interdependence. They have used joint application of fuzzy group 

decision making, analytic network process and mapping the resulting network of 

dependencies together with proximity information, graph theory, and mutual information 

theory. 

Projects involving a modular construction method have specific risks. Modular 

construction requires a significant amount of initial investment which has been 

highlighted in several studies (Kamali & Hewage 2016; Blismas & Wakefield 2009; Pan 

et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2020). Other important risk factors affecting the implementation of 

modular construction are transportation constraints (Wuni & Shen 2020; Jaillon & Poon 
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2009; Pan et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2020), change order due to defective design (Li et al. 

2016 ; Hassim et al. 2009; Li et al. 2013), complexity of modular building design 

(Hassim et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2019), unskilled labor (Rahman 2014; Zhang et al. 2014) 

and technology incompetence (Jaillon et al. 2008; Jaillon & Poon 2009; Luo et al. 2015). 

Pervez et al. 2022 had done a comprehensive literature review on critical risk factors in 

the implementation of modular construction and proposed a risk assessment framework 

for identification, evaluation and prioritization of critical risk factors affecting the 

implementation of modular construction in Pakistan. 

Intelligent systems with the ability to detect, predict, and make decisions are very 

useful in the field of management science (Macdonald et al. 2010). In the risk 

management area, due to dealing with unforeseen events, the necessity of such systems is 

undeniable. Moradkhani et al. (2021) and Feldkamp et al. (2021) leverage the Physics-of-

Decision (POD) intelligent risk management framework introduced in (Benaben et al. 

2021). This original framework considers that risks can be seen as physical forces applied 

to the system which may push or pull it in its performance space by varying the system’s 

KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) (Bénaben et al. 2020).  

Recently, Hsu et al. (2018) have developed a two-stage stochastic programming 

model to capture possible demands on the erection site. They set of possible disruptive 

events and for each several levels of severity such as normal, low, medium, and high, 

then assigned a discounted daily rate of module assembly to any single of these 

individual risk levels, and then through a few steps, their model considered minimum 

discounted performance rate for combinational permutations of risk statuses and 
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aggregated the probability of the same performance rates to come up with a probability 

distribution of possible erection rates.  

The contribution of Hsu et al. (2018) is pertinent and significant yet also makes 

clear facets prone to be improved. First, they assign a discounted daily erection rate to 

any single risk level which does not account for the fact that performance for erection 

rate is the result of all sets of risk states. Second, they aggregate performances by 

considering the minimum performance rate among all risk statuses, ignoring dominance 

relationships between risks and between risk levels. Addressing the observed strengths 

and limitations of previous models, the model proposed in this chapter aggregates 

severity levels of n-dimensional risks considering the weight of dominancy between 

risks, and then computes a discount factor for performance by a defined function based 

on the uncertainty of risk statuses and combinational severity level. 

2.3 Methodology 

The model we introduce is simultaneously considering demand variations on 

erection sites incurred by delay factors such as weather, crane malfunctions, module 

shortage, reduced resources (crew/labor/equipment), delays with foundations or with 

getting legal permits, non-respect of contractual agreements, and plan vs, production 

discrepancies.  

Since weather forecasts most commonly only provide the probability of 

precipitation (PoP) on a certain day, the probabilities for the amount of rainfall to exceed 

the cancellation point need to be further calculated. Wilks (1995) & Applequist et al. 

(2002) have established that the special gamma distribution, known as the exponential 
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distribution, provides a reasonable approximation for the frequency distribution of 

rainfall amounts. An estimator is defined using the exponential distribution probability 

density function to approximate the unconditional probability of exceeding (uPoE) a 

selected rainfall amount (x) on a certain day (Hsu et al., 2018): 

( )( ) xuPoE x PoP e µ−= ×  (7) 

where μ is the predicted average rainfall amount on that day. Weather forecasts 

usually provide average wind speed estimates. Consulting these predictions, we can 

calculate the probability for wind speeds to exceed the turning and cancellation points by 

employing the Weibull distribution (Morgan et al., 2011; Conradsen et al., 1984; Azad et 

al., 2014). The latter can be used to determine how often winds of different speeds will be 

encountered at a location, with a probability density function defined as follows (Hsu et 

al., 2018): 

1

( ) exp
k kk v vp v

c c c

−      = −     
      

   (8) 

where p(v) refers to the probability for the selected wind speed v to happen on a 

certain day, c is the Weibull scale parameter, with a unit equaling that of the wind speed 

(km/h), and k is the unit-less Weibull shape parameter. The cumulative distribution 

function is written as: 

( ) 1 exp
k

c
vP v
c

  = − −  
   

 (9) 
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The shape factor k and scale factor c can be calculated by using the moment 

method, a common technique widely used in the field of parameter estimation (Kumar & 

Gaddada, 2015). The two parameters can be evaluated by the following equations: 

1.098

0.9874k
U

σ

 
 =
 
 

 
      

(10) 

1(1 )

Uc

k

=
Γ +

 
(11) 

where σ is the standard deviation of the wind speed on a given day in the area of 

interest, U is the average wind speed on that day given by the weather forecast, and Γ 

represents the Gamma function. 

2.3.1 Performance discount factor due to k-dimensional risk analysis 

For model formulation of k-dimensional risk analysis in erection site, we assume 

{ }1,..., kR r r=  is  the set of potential risks corresponding k type of disruption events and 

{ }1,..., , 1,...,
ii i imL l l i k= =  is the set of defined potential im  levels of severity for i’ th 

risk and 
1

k

i
i

n m
=

=∑ is the total number of possible severity levels on all k risks.  

As shown in Table 2.1, these severity levels can be such as normal, low, Medium, 

etc. Moreover, { }1
1

,..., , 1 , 1,...,
i

i im iji

m

i l l l
j

P P P P i k
=

= = =∑ , is the probability distribution 

of happening of i’th risk on its severity levels, where 
ijlP is the probability of happening 

i’th risk on its j’th severity level. 
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Table 2.1 Severity levels and distribution probabilities for each type of risk 

Risk Severity level Severity score Probability 

𝑟𝑟1 

Normal 0 0.98 

low 0.3 0.01 

medium 0.7 0.005 

high 1 0.005 

… …. …. …. 

𝑟𝑟k 

Normal, low 0 0.95 

medium 0.5 0.01 

high 0.8 0.02 

Very high 1 0.02 

To consider dominance relationship among risks on their different severity levels, 

we rely on a dominance weight matrix (A), leveraging the knowledge of experts to 

estimate ija , the dominancy score of risk level i relative to risk level j in range of 1 to 5. 

It is 1 when they both have the same impact on performance and 5 when i has highest 

dominance over j in terms of impact on overall performance. This matrix is symmetric 

with ,
1

i j ij
ji

a
a

∀ = . Matrix A is formulated as below: 

11 1 11

1

11 11 1

1

1

1

m k kmk
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 For computing the importance weight of risk dimensions when we have an 

occurrence of severity levels for all k risks 𝜌𝜌 = (𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟1 , 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟2 , . . . , 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘), we assume that 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌 is 

the importance of risk i in occurrence of 𝜌𝜌, and 1 2
1

( , ,..., ) , 1
k

k i
i

W w w w wρ ρ ρ ρ ρ

=

= =∑ . Also 

k k n nA Aρ
× ×⊂  is a submatrix of A corresponding to a specific levels of risk severity which 

occur on k risks’ dimensions. Any component of this new submatrix of k k ij k k
A aρ ρ

× ×
 =  

representing the expert beliefs for dominance comparison between occurred severity 

levels of risk i and risk j, so this value can give approximate importance weight of risk i 

over risk j, as 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌 ∼ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖

𝜌𝜌

𝑤𝑤𝑗𝑗
𝜌𝜌. Since  𝐴𝐴𝜌𝜌 is a symmetric matrix, we should have a real 

eigenvector for that which can be an estimation for our importance weight vector of risk 

severity levels. Below equation proves that if 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌 ∼ 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖

𝜌𝜌

𝑤𝑤𝑗𝑗
𝜌𝜌, then W ρ would be an eigenvector 

of 𝐴𝐴𝜌𝜌. 
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(13) 

To analyze the impact of all k types of risks on performance, we proposed a novel 

method to compute a combinational severity level which we call Multi-Dimensional Risk 

Convergence score (MDRC). In this method we assume a k-dimensional space of risk 

severity levels, and two reference points which are the least desired point and the most 

desired point (as shown in Figure 2.4).   
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Every occurrence  1 2( , ,..., ) , 0 1k ir rr rl l l i lρ = ∀ ≤ ≤  is a k-dimensional point in 

this space. The most desired point is a point with value zero on all risk severity, and the 

least desired point has value one on all dimensions. For a given occurrence, S −  is defined 

as Weighted Euclidean distance to the most desired point and S +  is Weighted Euclidean 

distance to the least desired point. If at least one of the severity levels is 1, the multi-

dimensional risk Convergence score MDRCSρ is also equal to 1, but if all of them are less 

than 1, we can use the following equations (14 and 15) to compute the convergence score 

of multi-dimensional risk severity. 

{ }

{ }

1,...,
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1 1

1

i

i
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i k
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2 2
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Figure 2.4 Three-dimensional risk space and distance to most/least desired points 
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In order to estimate erection rate for specific occurrence of 𝜌𝜌 = (𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟1 , 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟2 , . . . , 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘), 

the estimated discount factor should be multiplied by the max capacity of daily erection. 

The following logarithmic function provides a logical estimation of the discount factor on 

performance. 

Estimated rate of erection = (Discount Factor) * (Max capacity of daily erection) 

(1 )
(1 )

1
1 log

MDRCS
C

DF
ρ

ρ

−
−

=
+  

    (16) 

Where 𝐶𝐶𝜌𝜌 is uncertainty level of occurrence 𝜌𝜌 that is equal to entropy of probabilities on 

the occurrence risk levels and can be computed as below: 

1

1 log( )
ln( ) r ri i

k

l l
i

C P P
kρ

=

= ∗∑      (17) 

 

Figure 2.5 Logarithmic function used for discount factor, illustrated with two base values 
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2.3.2 Generation of daily scenarios of erection rate and completion time windows 

 Using the methodology presented in section 2.3.1, we compute the daily erection 

rate for any possible combinational permutation of statuses on k risks 𝜌𝜌 =

(𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟1 , 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟2 , . . . , 𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘). The distribution probability of occurrence 𝜌𝜌 ∼ 𝑓𝑓(𝜌𝜌) = ∏ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1  on a 

day, and this distribution is variate on different dates because for instance the 

probabilistic pattern of weather status such as rain, snow, storm would vary over different 

dates. Thus, for any specific date we have a distribution probability and estimated 

erection rate over all possible permutations of k-dimensional risk status. As shown in 

Table 2.2, for each date, we come up with a different distribution probability of 

occurrence over any combinatorial status of multi-dimensional risks. 

Table 2.2 A sample for computed daily distribution probability of occurrence for any 
combinational status of multi-dimensional risks 
 

 

Table 2.3 A sample of daily erection rates computed for running scenarios 
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One of the most used ways to generate a random variable with specific discrete 

probabilistic distribution builds on the fact that when variable x has probability 

distribution f, 𝑥𝑥 ∼ 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥), the cumulative probability function of x, F(x) has a uniform 

distribution, 𝐹𝐹(𝑥𝑥) ∼ 𝑈𝑈(0,1). Thus, for running the scenarios, a random value is generated 

between zero and one and then finding the position of that value in the vector of 

cumulative probability distributions on that specific day, and then the first combinatorial 

k-dimensional risk state that has higher cumulative probability value, becomes the 

selected scenario of k risk statuses on that day. When we run this process from the start 

date of the project and reduce estimated erection rates for each day until reaching to the 

date that all modules are erected, we come up with a scenario of demand schedule and its 

completion date (as shown in matrix form in Table 2.3). 

Figure 2.6 shows an example of two parallel projects’ modular demand schedules 

that have different characteristics in terms of location, size, module types, and start time. 

Based on the projects’ current progress and the delay caused by disruptive events in the 

past demand logs, we can have a new projected demand logs (modular onsite demand 

schedules) for the future assuming a scenario of risk statuses on future days.  

A visual example shown in Figure 2.7 presents a sample set of probable scenarios 

for future projected modular onsite demand schedules to the end of a specific project. 

These scenarios are made by assuming probabilistic pattern of disruptive events on the 

given future dates. Each of these scenarios happens with a probability and ending to a 

different completion date for a project. 
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Figure 2.6 Aiming to update projected demand logs for possible scenarios while running 
projects 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.7 Generating a wide set of probable scenarios for projected future demand logs 
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2.4 User-Interactive Application for risk-sensitive demand scenario generation 

For implementation of the proposed model formulation as presented in the previous 

sections, a user interactive application prototype has been developed for risk-sensitive 

analysis and scenario-based demand generation. This application prototype developed in 

Python language with user interface (see Figure 2.9) and dashboard for visualization of 

results. In terms of computation speed, for instance its run time for generating and 

analyzing 100 and 1000 scenarios for a case provided by our industrial collaborator are 

respectively 68 and 525 seconds. Its analytical results have already been used in several 

real large-scale modular construction projects of our industry collaborator.  

Figure 2.8 displays inputs and outputs of the prototype. There are three main 

inputs, historical weather information of erection site location over past decades; 

sequence and layout of module types for each building and floors; and expert-based 

knowledge on type of disruptive events, their level of severity and their impact on 

performance (see Table 2.4). We mathematically model these risks and disruptive events 

using the proposed model, then we generate a wide range of most probable scenarios 

from daily probabilistic distributions of risks, and finally, by mining over these scenarios 

we come up with analytical results guiding managerial and executive decisions. The 

application has two type of outputs (see Figure 2.10), first scenario-based demand 

schedules for different module types in detail of dates and hours which can be used as 

synthetic input data for other optimization parts of project, and second some visual 

reports which enables managers to better understand the different variables’ impact on 

project completion time windows, and module demand patterns guiding them toward 

appropriate contracting and actionable recourse options and policies.  
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Figure 2.8 Representation diagram for input/output of the developed user-Interactive App 

 

 

Figure 2.9 A sample of App’s user interface page 
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Table 2.4 List of disruptive events and their characteristics based on expert believes 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 A sample of application outputs 
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Some examples of application visual results in its final dashboard as shown in 

Figures 2.11 to Figure 2.15. For instance: 

1. Overall box plot of completion time windows for building floors that each box plot 

shows the quantiles of completion dates among all scenarios (Figure 2.11) 

2. Histogram of project/building construction durations (in days) among all scenarios 

(Figure 2.12) 

3. Cumulative Density for duration days to finish building which it is the Cumulative 

curve of previous diagram (Figure 2.13) 

4. Normalized aggregated scenarios’ probabilities on their completion dates that in this 

diagram we sum probabilities of scenarios on each completion date (Figure 2.14) 

5. Probabilistic pattern of demand for different module types on specific erection site and 

specific date (see Figure 2.15). By aggregating probabilities on all scenario-based 

modular schedules, we come up with a probabilistic pattern of required quantity for each 

type of module on each specific date. Tag number on circles show the quantity and y axis 

is showing probability of consumption. For instance, in Figure 2.15, given specific date 

and erection site, with 0.7 probability we will need two modules of type X-B1, with 0.05 

probability we need one of that and with 0.25 probability we do not need any quantity of 

X-B1 type. When we compute expected quantity on each erection site and aggregate 

these on multi projects, we can have expected number of required quantities for each type 

of modules on each specific date which is very helpful for production and storage 

planning. 
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Figure 2.11 Overall box plot of completion time windows for building floors 

 

Figure 2.12 Density for duration days to finish building  

 

Figure 2.13 Cumulative density for duration days to finish building 
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Figure 2.14 Normalized aggregated scenarios’ probabilities on their completion dates 

 

 

Figure 2.15 An example of probabilistic pattern of module types’ demand on specific 
erection site and specific date 
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2.5 Conclusion 

The adoption of distributed modular construction is increasing in many countries 

due to its benefits; however, for developing countries, this method is novel, and the 

current rate of adoption is low due to various risk events and uncertainties associated with 

it. Since risks are inevitable, it is necessary for practitioners to identify, evaluate, 

prioritize, control and monitor these risks.  The systematic approaches and empirical 

studies related to the visualization and communicating multi-dimensional risks of these 

megaprojects with large-scale engineering remain missing. 

In this study, we introduced a risk sensitive scenario-based prediction tool with user 

interface for assessing the risk of erection sites’ disruptive events in the complex projects 

considering uncertainty and dominant impact between the risk elements. This tool 

enables making a wide range of scenarios using probabilistic patterns of daily risk 

distribution over decision variables such as number of cranes available, number of 

working days or shifts, start date of erections, and etc. Then by mining over the results of 

simulated scenarios, providing managerial insights for better understanding of decision 

variables’ impact on buildings/ projects completion time windows and probabilistic 

modular demand patterns on a given time horizon, and also guiding managers toward 

appropriate contracting and economic resource usages. The other output of this 

application tool is generating the synthetic demand logs of scenario-based modular 

demand schedules for multi-erection sites and multi-projects which is useful for other 

optimization purposes such as estimate projected demand to production sites, required 

storage capacity, etc. 
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The results of this study can be used by potential modular manufacturers while 

implementing an offsite construction project to look for most prominent risks and devise 

corresponding risk mitigation strategies. To extend the scope of this research, we 

recommend further research in the following streams. This work can be extended to 

consider the risk sharing mechanism between the parties. Additionally, other major 

categories of risks such as macroeconomics and finance risks, contract risk, regulations 

and disputes resolution risk, design risks, and production site’ disruptions risk which all 

impact on planning and the performance of modular construction projects, can be 

incorporated. 
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CHAPTER 3.  PREDICTIVE POTENTIAL DEMAND MODELING 
FOR MODULAR CONSTRUCTION OVER THE US 

METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS 

 

Abstract: A growing interest in applying modular construction has been seen as a 

game-changing method to transform traditional site-based construction in recent decades. 

However, the adoption of modular construction is still slow within high-density city 

contexts. A significant reason for that is the real or perceived low capability of the supply 

chain of delivering modular high-rise buildings in built urban areas. New disruptive 

innovators are at work improving drastically such capability and in enabling distributed 

modular building construction at large scale over vast territories. In order to guide such 

innovators, this chapter proposes an approach enabling predictive modeling of potential 

demand for modular construction.  

The approach leverages making scenarios on overall aggregated level of 

assumptions values and accurately predicting the patterns of geographical and volume 

distribution of demand over geo-markets. The chapter uses as testbed modular 

construction demand for multi-family housings, hotels/motels, dormitories, clinics, and 

convalescent centers over the set of Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) in the United 

States. The chapter demonstrates how the results of the proposed approach can notably 

guide where and how much capital investment in building module production capacity 

should be made to be best poised for persistently meeting growing demand with both 

customer and shareholder satisfaction. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Off-site construction (OSC) is a construction technique involving the planning, 

design, production, and assembly of building components at a location other than their 

final installed location to support the rapid and efficient construction of structures 

(Goodier & Gibb 2007). An innovative OSC method is modular integrated construction 

(MiC) where building components are built in an assembly line in a factory, transported 

to an erection site in modules (sections), set in place with crane (s), and then joined 

together to form a complete building (Wuni et al., 2019).  

Previous studies have suggested various advantages of completing modules in 

factory conditions including (1) a more stable rate of production output, (2) a higher level 

of quality control, (3) greater consistency and accuracy in production, (4) enhanced safety 

performance, (5) more opportunities for leveraging automation and information 

technology, (6) reducing onsite labor requirements, (7) reducing construction waste, (8) 

reducing carbon emissions, (9) shortening construction time, and (10) decreasing theft 

(Gibb, A.G. 1999; McGraw Hill Construction 2013; McKinsey Global Institute 2017; 

Arcadis 2018; Construction Industry Council 2018; Pan & Hon 2018). MiC may also be a 

superior choice for projects in remote locations with harsh weather conditions and 

climates where construction labor with the requisite knowledge and skills is not readily 

available or just too expensive to warrant traditional construction (Rentschler et al. 2016).  

If building construction companies are strategic about where and when they establish 

their manufacturing plants, and innovative in how performing they engineer these plants, 

they can capitalize on the skyrocketing trends induced by enabling the above benefits. 
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Accurately predicting where new construction demand will occur before it occurs is not 

easy but doing so can be a distinct competitive advantage (Barker et al., 2021).  

By leveraging scenario-based demand predictions of MSAs within the United 

States primed for growth, a construction company could lower costs by establishing 

operations closer to the most probable project locations and building activities improving 

delivery times and customer service. In this study, the proposed predictive model 

estimates potential construction demand and the scenario-based probable modular portion 

of that and generates synthetic demand logs over MSAs, by leveraging historical data 

such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP), population growth, historical pattern of building 

permit requests, and labor/expertise costs data at the MSA level. Based on these scenario-

based results, managers will have a better understanding of investments in infrastructure 

and capabilities that should be considered in MSAs primarily due to the projected growth 

and demand for modular construction.  

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides a Bibliometric analysis 

and the related literature review. Section 3.3 introduces the proposed methodology, 

including assumptions and model formulation. Section 3.4 covers model implementation 

and results of the proposed application. Finally, section 3.6 concludes the chapter through 

a synthesis of the contributions, limitations, and avenues for further research. 

3.2 Bibliometric Analysis and Literature Review 

To provide an overview of the existing research in potential demand prediction for 

modular construction, a bibliometric analysis was conducted on 11/22/2022 using the 

well-established and acknowledged, Web of Science (WoS) databases. The query for 
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WoS is as follows: TS= (('predict' OR 'forecast' OR 'estimate' OR 'predictive' OR 

'modeling' OR 'model') AND 'demand' AND (‘offsite construction’ OR 'off-site 

construction’ OR ‘offsite production’ OR ‘off-site production’ OR ‘offsite 

manufacturing’ OR ‘off-site manufacturing’ OR prefabrication OR prefabricated OR 

prefab OR pre-fab OR pre-fabricated OR ‘industrialized building system’ OR ‘modular 

construction’ OR modular OR ‘off-site fabrication’ OR modularization OR 

‘industrialized construction’)). Figure 3.1 shows the number of publications and total 

citations indexed by WoS 1989 to 2022. In total, 2,237 publications were found in WoS. 

Before 2013, the number of publications was at a relatively low level, while it increased 

rapidly beginning in 2014 and reached 240 in the year 2021 on WoS.  

 
Figure 3.1 Annual scientific publication and total citations on potential demand prediction 

for modular construction as indexed by WOS 

Figure 3.2 shows the most productive countries and collaborations in these publications. 

Figure 3.3 draws the publications trends of top authors over the time; the size of circles 
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represents number of publications, and the color darkness defines the total earned 

citations at that related year. 

 
Figure 3.2 Most productive countries and collaborations on publications about potential 

demand prediction for modular construction 

 

 
Figure 3.3 Top author’s production trends over the time on publications about potential 

demand prediction for modular construction 
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In addition, complementary bibliometric results have been presented in Appendix 

C. For instance, Figure C.1 shows the increasing average number of article citations per 

year and Figure C.2 displays a mapping of the distribution of publications areas that 

reveals that most of these publications are categorized in the engineering and computer 

science areas. Figure C.3 provides a keyword co-occurrences network in which the size 

of nodes represents frequency of word’s appearance and edges display co-occurrences. 

Review of the literature reveals on one side that many approaches have been 

proposed to predict construction growth for a variety of reasons, and on the other side 

that there has been a limited set of studies specifically targeted at informing decision-

making for MiC companies on where their next capital investment should be to take 

advantage of potential demand targeting specific geographic regions. Wuni & Shen 

(2022) have recently published a review article towards an understanding of the primary 

identified decision-making factors (DMFs) for implementing modular integrated 

construction (MiC).  They proposed a conceptual framework for the identified DMFs 

consisting of labor considerations, project characteristics, location and site attributes, and 

organizational factors. In another review paper, Yang et al. (2017) provides a systematic 

review of existing academic perspectives and suggest future research directions to 

improve building module manufacturing systems. Their review explores critical research 

issues from five aspects: process and activities, organization and people, factory 

configuration, technology, and information and control systems.  

Pan et al. (2018) reviewed the 10-year journey (2007-2017) of high-rise modular 

building and interviewed with seven representative cases for verification and with 

industry stakeholders for consultation. The cases were selected worldwide from the U.K., 
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U.S., Singapore, Australia, and China. The case studies jointly enabled a longitudinal 

examination of the adoption of high-rise modular buildings, providing answers to the 

following three questions: (1) what were the benefits of the adoption of a modular 

approach for high-rise buildings? (2) What were the challenges to the adoption of a 

modular approach for high-rise buildings? (3) How were the challenges addressed? 

In another paper, Yang et al. (2019) examined the supply chains adopted for 

modular high-rise buildings in high-density city contexts and explored the scenarios of 

developing MiC supply chains for high-rises in Hong Kong. Their analytical framework 

has been developed based on supply chain management theory and systems thinking in 

the contexts of the modular building supply chains. This framework addresses five 

interconnected aspects, namely, supplier capability, logistics feasibility, regulatory 

compliance, organizational integration competency, and process risk manageability.  

Fullerton et al., (2000) used univariate ARIMA and random-walk models to 

evaluate the accuracy of residential construction forecasts. The data used in their study 

were derived from quarterly forecasts between the first quarter of 1985 and the second 

quarter of 1996. The forecasted single-family start rates were compared with univariate 

time series and random-walk alternatives. Their results showed that the accuracy of the 

historical estimates for regional single-family construction does not compare well to 

forecast accuracy from univariate ARIMA equations or random-walk predictions. 

Krylovas et al. (2011) and Linné & Cirincionne (2010) have constructed a model to 

identify features that are most critical for predicting when and which MSAs will 

experience growth in construction demand. In another study, Gupta et al. (2012) 
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predicted the housing demand in eight Southern California MSAs by examination of the 

time-series relationship between house prices and demand. 

Mao et al. (2014) proposed a forecasting model based on a neural network of 

genetic algorithm optimization, then used for predicting housing demand in China by 

using the macro data on the housing market in Hangzhou during 1999-2012. Their results 

got an acceptable level of accuracy, however, there were fluctuation years in the 

prediction that were caused by housing control policies in China (some regulations issued 

by the State Council in 2011 to curb rising housing prices which caused consumers to 

assume a wait-and-see posture to bring about low turnover). The wait-and-see approach 

of Chinese consumers can be similar to United States consumers, an attitude that can 

influence the housing market.  

Another influencing factor that impacts consumers when searching for a new home 

is property tax rates. In the study of McGibany (1991), county data from Wisconsin over 

twelve years has been studied, leading to discover that property tax rate differentials harm 

the construction of single-family houses. They recognize that the property tax rates for 

MSAs are a key factor to consider in a model when accurately predicting new housing 

builds. Applying machine learning techniques is another way that has been used to 

predict housing price movements across the United States. Gupta et al. (2021) used 

random forests consisting of 50, 75, or 100 random trees to accommodate multiple 

predictors and nonlinearities. They suggested based on their experience that future 

research should go beyond the state-level analysis and explore the specific MSA levels to 

obtain the national and regional housing factors for the predictive analysis.  
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Recently, Barker et al. (2021) have presented a predictive modeling approach that 

focuses on single-family housing in the United States. Their approach aims to guide 

where capital investments such as truss plants and lumber yards should be constructed 

before housing demand in a particular 5 top Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) with 

higher rates of demand. 

In McKinsey Global Infrastructure Institute (2019), seven factors were identified to 

determine whether modular construction is likely to penetrate a given market (Figure 

3.4).  Labor dynamics and demand are at the top of the list of factors driving the adoption 

of modular construction; Labor shortages and an inability to keep up with demand stand 

out as the most decisive. A limited supply of skilled labor, which in turn drives up wages 

and costs, often sets the stage for modular construction solutions. Shifting to offsite 

manufacturing work may be cheaper and it may even attract new people into the 

workforce who do not wish to move from one construction site to another following 

projects. 

Several additional drivers can have an important impact on the attractiveness of 

modular construction, including supply chain and logistics. Transport regulations 

constrain the size of modules that can be moved by road in some markets (including 

some US states), and access may also be limited in some dense urban locations. The 

second and related point involves other types of local constraints. For example, in 

Scandinavia, limited daylight in winter makes it particularly attractive to reduce onsite 

construction. In other cases, compact sites may make it desirable to deliver and rapidly 

install modules without requiring significant storage of materials. Third, geographies with 
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ample access to low-cost materials (such as timber) are markets with less attractiveness to 

modular construction (MGI, 2019). 

 

Figure 3.4 Factors determine the attractiveness of a market for modular construction 

McKinsey Global Infrastructure Institute (2019)  

One major factor is quality perception (MGI, 2019). In some markets, the industry 

will need to overcome lingering perceptions from the post-war era that prefab housing is 

only a poor-quality solution for the masses. One route is to emphasize sustainability and 

future savings on energy and repair bills. Another route would be to focus on the appeal 

of modular construction in parts of the housing market where consumers already expect 

standardized offerings at scale, such as hostels, public-housing projects, retirement 

communities, and hotels.  

The final determinant is regulation (MGI, 2019). Quality certification standards 

and warranties are big drivers that can inform customers and give them confidence. These 
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certifications and warranties also facilitate the provision of financing as development 

financiers and mortgage providers need them to agree on loans. Governments can 

additionally help to drive adoption by including offsite manufacturing targets in public 

projects. For example, in Singapore, all government housing projects must use 

prefinished volumetric modules. Sustainability requirements and incentives will also help 

to drive the industry toward the most carbon-neutral products and practices. Another 

option is to support mortgages for the purpose of offsite manufactured homes. Similarly, 

building standards will have an important role in driving modular construction. The more 

that governments can move towards harmonization across different geographies and 

sectors, the more that suppliers will be able to drive scale into their pipeline. 

One of the key drivers of cost savings comes from economies of scale (MGI, 

2019). This requires large enough factories as well as sufficient output to ensure 

repeatability, learning, and volume savings on procurement. 

 

Figure 3.5 Achieving economies of scale in modular construction (MGI, 2019) 
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The (MGI, 2019) interviews indicate that companies achieve a rapid and 

substantial step-up in productivity when they begin turning out approximately 1,000 units 

per year. Another step-up, typically associated with another 5 percent boost in 

productivity, seems to be reached at about 5,000 units per annum (Figure 3.5). The 

fundamental dilemma facing many modular suppliers at this stage of their evolution is 

whether they can tap into a reliable pipeline of work within geographic reach to justify 

these larger-scale and more productive plants. 

As shown in Figure 3.6, the modular construction market was valued at more than 

USD 85 billion in 2021, and the market is projected to register a CAGR of over 7.2% 

during the forecast period (2022-2028). Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is the 

mean annual growth rate of an investment over a specified period of time longer than one 

year. It represents one of the most accurate ways to calculate and determine returns for 

individual assets, investment portfolios, and anything that can rise or fall in value over 

time.  

 

Figure 3.6 Global perspective for investment on modular construction market 2022-2028 
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Figure 3.7 Modular construction market-expected growth rate by region, 2022-2028 

 

Figure 3.7 compares the expected growth rate of modular construction in different 

regions of the world in the period of 2022 to 2028, highlighting clearly that modular 

construction has an international market potential. 

 

3.3 Methodology 

Our proposed approach for modeling scenario-based potential and modular part of 

future construction demand is summarized in Figure 3.8, emphasizing the modeling and 

computational levels. A wide range of historical databases are used as inputs including 

historical MSAs’ population and GDP per capita rates, MSAs’ construction 

labor/experts’ costs, MSAs’ yearly demand rates for different building types of 

construction with characteristics of area (ft2), the building value ($$), the number of story 
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classes and units, the number of projects, and MSAs’ historical monthly demand 

seasonality on different type of buildings. 

When making scenarios, there are two categories of variables and assumptions as 

mutable inputs which always can be set with new values or estimations and running the 

model for a new scenario. The first category is including estimates values on below 

variables by a group of experienced expertise in the field of modular construction: 

1- MSAs’ Incentive/Restrictive regulation level for MC (e.g., low, moderate, high) 

2- MSAs’ level of Access to the materials (e.g., low, moderate, high) 

3- Yearly percentage of future demand which is likely to be modular (Figure 3.9) 

4- Module types and the probability distribution for their usage on each type of 

building (see example Table 3.1) 

The second category of scenario maker input assumptions consists of the predicted 

values for future MSAs’ population and GDP per capita in the targeted future time 

horizon. Section 3.3.1 and section 3.3.2 introduce some existing approaches for 

estimation of these input assumptions. 

 

Table 3.1 An example for scenario assumptions on module type usage distribution for 
different type of buildings 
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Figure 3.8 The proposed approach for generating scenario-based modular demand logs 

 

Figure 3.9 An example for scenario assumptions on yearly trends of total construction 
demand fractional percentage which will be modular 
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In the third level of the framework, MSAs’ weights for geographically modular 

attractiveness can be computed using GWMCA algorithm (see section 3.3.3). In addition, 

the MSAs’ ratio of construction area (ft2) required for a population increase of 1,000 

inhabitants is extracted from historical permit spatial data and historical population data. 

Then, using linear regression or the Exponential Triple Smoothing (ETS) algorithm on 

these extracted ratios enables us to estimate the future yearly MSAs’ rates of construction 

area (ft2) required for predicted adding population. Moreover, probabilistic distribution of 

projects’ characteristic variables such as area per project, area per unit, value per square 

feet must be computed in this level. 

By using the above results and monthly seasonality patterns extracted from 

historical data base, we can generate demand logs for MSAs in the years and months 

level with characteristics of required construction area (ft2), value ($), number of projects, 

number of units on the different types of buildings and story classes. Finally, generating 

the daily level of potential construction demand logs as project logs with characteristics 

of date of pop-up demand, area (ft2), type of building, story class, number of units, the 

number of different module types needed, expected start erection, and expected duration 

days of erection. Moreover, by computing adjustment of the coefficient and then 

estimating MSAs’ modular fraction ratios out of potential demand, we can construct 

demand logs for the modular fraction of demand. 
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3.3.1 MSAs’ population rates prediction 

Governments use population forecasts at all levels (national, regional, city, 

international) for planning purposes, broadly defined. Traditional methods are 

deterministic using scenarios, but probabilistic forecasts are desired to get an idea of 

accuracy, assess changes, and make decisions involving risks. In a significant 

breakthrough, since 2015, the United Nations haves issued probabilistic population 

forecasts for all countries using a Bayesian methodology that has been reviewed by 

Raftery & Ševčíková (2021). In another study, Talkhabi et al. (2022) have developed 

some investigations over spatial and temporal population change in the Metropolitan 

Regions and its consequences on urban decline and sprawl. They investigated the process 

of urban sprawl as a spatial and visual manifestation of Tehran’s periphery expansion 

between 1976 and 2016. Their findings revealed a link between the Tehran Metropolitan 

Region’s pattern and manner of sprawl development and urban deterioration. 

Since the focus of our experimental testbed is on the US MSAs, for estimation of 

future population as the model’s input, we have leveraged directly results of Vespa et.al 

(U.S. Census Bureau, 2018) on US population estimations and projections from 2020 to 

2060. Moreover, the U.S. Census Bureau released new population estimates and 

projections and other demographic data up to the year 2100 for 30 countries and areas in 

the International Database (IDB). The IDB consists of estimates and projections of 

demographic indicators, including population size and growth (by sex and single year of 

age up to 100-plus) and components of change (mortality, fertility and net migration) for 

more than 200 countries and areas. Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 have shown the 
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aggregated whole US population and its growth rates up to the year 2060 based on report 

of the U.S. Census Bureau’ IDB1 in September 2020. 

 

Figure 3.10 Total forecasted midyear population rates for the United States (the US Census 
Bureau’ report in Sept 2020) 
 
 

 

Figure 3.11 Forecasted population growth rates for the United States (the US Census 
Bureau’ report in Sept 2020) 

Another simple way to predict future MSAs’ population is to use the methodology 

of Exponential smoothing forecast on historical population rates, for example the AAA 

 
1https://www.census.gov/data-
tools/demo/idb/#/country?COUNTRY_YR_ANIM=2060&COUNTRY_YEAR=2022&FIPS_SINGLE=US 
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version (additive error, additive trend, and additive seasonality) of the Exponential Triple 

Smoothing (ETS) algorithm, with smoothing out minor deviations in past data trends by 

detecting seasonality patterns and confidence intervals. The ETS algorithm has three 

parameters: (1) Alpha specifies the coefficient for the level; a higher value gives more 

weight to recent data points. (2) Beta specifies the coefficient for the trend smoothing; a 

higher value gives more weight to the recent trend. (3) Gamma specifies the coefficient 

for the seasonal smoothing; a higher value gives more weight to the recent seasonal 

period. There is also a parameter for the type of seasonality called Additive seasonality, 

where each season changes by a constant number. This forecasting method is best suited 

for non-linear data models with seasonal or other recurring patterns. Figure 3.12 shows 

aggregated prediction results of the implementation of ETS algorithms for the US MSAs 

using historical rates from 2010 to 2022.   

 

 

Figure 3.12 Total forecasted population rates aggregated over the US MSAs using ETS 
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Another approach to deal with population prediction is fitting functions to historical 

yearly added population rates and choosing the function with higher R square score as the 

Goodness-of-Fit (GoF) Measure (Little, 2004). For instance, in Figure 3.13 fitting 

different functions tested over total added population for 2010 to 2021 and linear function 

got higher score in R square. If we remove the outlier point corresponding to the year 

2020, we can have higher rates of R square score and better fitting as shown in Figure 

3.14. When this fitting function over added population has been done for each of MSAs 

separately, Figure 3.15 shows the aggregated rate of predicted adding population. As it is 

clear in Figure 3.15, for more than %95 of MSAs fitting a linear function got a better R 

square score and has been chosen for estimate future added population. Any of the 

mentioned ways can be used for setting values of population rates as input scenario 

assumptions to the model. 

 

Figure 3.13 Fitting different functions to added population rates for forecast the trend 
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Figure 3.14 Fitting different functions to added population rates after removing outlier 

 

 

Figure 3.15 The aggregated rate of predicted adding population using best fitting function 
on each MSAs in the USA 
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3.3.2 MSAs’ GDP per capita prediction 

The key macroeconomic variables such as GDP are only available at high time 

granularity, such as quarterly, and are generally only published with a significant delay. 

In the U.S., the advance estimates of GDP and its components are only available a month 

after the reference quarter, and in some countries, the delays are longer. Traditionally, 

three sources of data have been considered for macroeconomic nowcasting2 (Bantis et al., 

2022): (i) hard indicators, such as retail sales and industrial production, (ii) surveys of 

opinions and intentions, and (iii) high-frequency financial market data.  

However, in recent years, due to computer technology advancements and the 

advent of online information-gathering services, alternative data sources have become 

available, such as a big data. A popular source of big data for short-term macroeconomic 

forecasting is Google Trends, which provides information about the frequency with 

which a particular term is searched. Google Search data may contain insights into 

consumers’ and other agents’ plans and intentions, and perhaps especially consumer 

spending. Consumers may seek information on Google’s search engine before making 

economic decisions regarding purchases. Consequently, Google Search data may 

constitute a valuable source of information for nowcasting macro-variables. Recently, 

Bantis et al. (2022) and Bouayad et al. (2022) developed approaches for forecasting GDP 

growth rates using Google Trends data. Moreover, special disruptive events such as the 

COVID-19 pandemic have caused global health impacts, and governments have 

restricted movements to a certain extent. Such restrictions have led to disruptions in 

 
2 Nowcasting in economics is the prediction of the present, the very near future, and the very recent past 
state of an economic indicator. 
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economic activities. Jena et al. (2021) have proposed a multilayer artificial neural 

network model to evaluate the impact of COVID-19 on GDP. 

 

Figure 3.16 Visual comparison of MSAs on their GDP (2018 reported by howmuch.net) 

On December 12, 2018, the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) released 

prototype measures of gross domestic product (GDP) by county (see Figure 3.16). GDP 

by county is a measure of the market value of final goods and services produced within a 

county area in a particular period. While other measures of county economies rely mainly 

on labor market data, these statistics are the first of their kind to incorporate multiple data 

sources that capture trends in labor, revenue, and value of production (Panek et al. 2019). 

In addition to all above approaches available in literature, we can estimate the 

predicted MSAs’ GDP rates as one of the model’s scenario assumptions by using ETS 

algorithm or fitting functions over historical rates of each MSA. 
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3.3.3 MSAs’ Modular Attractiveness Weights  

This section presents how to model so as to differentiate MSAs in terms of 

modular construction attractiveness. In general, the essence of the challenge is 

summarized through the following question: If we have a general scenario assumption on 

which the total percentage of aggregate demand will be modular, how can this proportion 

of demand be distributed on MSAs based on their potentials and characteristics which 

may be impactful on having modular preference?  

For this purpose, we have developed the Geographically Weighted Modular 

Construction Attractiveness (GWMCA) algorithm. It uses MSAs features such as GDP 

per capita, labor/expert cost, Incentive / restrictive regulations for modular construction, 

access to materials, and distribution of demand volume (demand share among MSAs). 

Between these features, GDP, labor/expert cost, and incentive regulation have positive 

impact, and the rest of features access to material and restrictive regulations have 

negative impact on absorbing modular style of construction. 

Algorithm (GWMCA): For each of given future years, the following steps result with 

the vector of MSAs’ modular construction attractiveness weights. 

Step 1: Build a matrix of corresponding MSAs’ feature values (M) that the columns 

represent features and rows assigned to MSAs. Thus, ijM  is the value of the metropolitan 

statistical area i on feature j (1 1i l and j k≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  where l is equal to 384 here, and k is 

the number of features included). For the qualitative values such as low, high, etc., they 

have been replaced with numbers, For instance 1, 2, 3 instead of low, moderate, high. 
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Step 2:  Build the cost matrix C from matrix M by normalizing it with below formula: if 

the feature j has a positive impact on demand for MC: 

max

max min
j ij

ij
j j

M M
C

M M
−

=
−  (18) 

And, if the feature j has a negative impact on demand for MC: 

min

max min
ij j

ij
j j

M M
C

M M
−

=
−  (19) 

Step 3: For each column of matrix C, compute the inverse of its entropy (Anand & 

Bianconi, 2009). jσ is the jth kernel scale parameter which describes the substitution 

influence. 
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Step 4: For each row of matrix C, calculate the density function which results from a 

Gauss Influence function (Hinneburg & Keim, 1998). 
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Step 5: Normalize the vector of [ ] , 1iR r i l= ≤ ≤ , and return it as vector W that is called 

the MSAs’ modular construction attractiveness weights. 
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For a given future year (y), the demand rate of MSAs is indicated with 

, 1id i l≤ ≤ , (l is equal to 384 metropolitan area here) andα is the percentage of total 

demand at this given year y which is likely to be modular (as one of scenario 

assumptions). The modular proportion of demand for metropolitan area i is mod
id  and can 

be computed by: 

mod
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Where, the β  is an adjustment coefficient computed by below equation: 
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3.4 Implementation and results 

In this study, the proposed demand model has been implemented for predicting 

modular construction demand over the US metropolitan statistical areas during the period 

of the year 2023 to 2032. For this purpose, we have used some historical data bases from 

the resources below: 

• U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division (Population source 2010 to 2021) 

• U.S. Census Bureau, Monthly seasonality of permits/starts of multifamily housing 
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• U.S. Census Bureau, Historical yearly permits rates over MSAs (2017-2021) for 

multifamily housing, hotel/motel, clinic/nursing, and dormitories, with 

characteristics of area (ft2), value ($), number of units, number of stories, number 

of projects. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 present the aggregated level of these rates. 

• Bureau of Economic Analysis (GDP source 2010 to 2021) 

• Construction Laborers (bls.gov)3,the US Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Moreover, we had access to the experienced expertise from the modular team of 

MiTek4 who provided their estimated values of the following scenario assumptions over 

MSAs:  

• Incentive/Restrictive regulations 

• Access to the materials  

• Yearly percentage of the US potential construction demand, which is modular 

• Set of module types and probability distribution for usage of each one on 

different types of building. 

 

Figure 3.17 Historical construction area (1000 square feet) aggregated yearly level over 
MSAs 

 
3 https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes472061.htm#st 
4 https://www.mitek-us.com/ 
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Figure 3.18 Historical construction value (1000 $$) aggregated yearly level over MSAs 
 

A scenario-based Application (in PYTHON - TKinter package) with user 

interface, able to make scenarios, has been developed and its outputs are including:  

• Scenario-based Potential/modular demand logs for yearly/monthly aggregated level in 

csv format (Table 3.2 shows its format) 

• Scenario-based Potential/modular demand logs in daily level (see Table 3.3) 

• Tableau Dashboard for visualization of scenario-based results on maps and graphs.  

Table 3.2 A sample of yearly scenario-based predicted demand on MSAs resulted from 
proposed application (output in CSV format)  
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Table 3.3 A sample of daily-level scenario-based predicted demand logs (projects) on MSAs 
resulted from proposed application (output in CSV format) 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

Modular construction companies are seeking ways to upgrade their manufacturing 

and logistics systems to improve their production capability and maintain a competitive 

edge over traditional site-based construction. This study presents a framework to 

determine where a modular building construction company should invest its capital in 

maximizing profit and demand share using a novel mathematical model and machine 

learning techniques. This model considers all the MSA and states within the United 

States and multivariate datasets from the U.S. Census Bureau has been used to predict the 

demand in the future 10 years (2023-2032) based on economic and demographic features.  

Using both the predicted potential total demand and the projected modular part of 

demand growth rates, a modular construction company has the basis for narrowing the 

list of potential MSAs for optimal investment and advertisement/incentive planning and 

contracting policies. These results also help to find the best location for setting the 

production hubs and storages, in the way to catch more market share with a lower cost of 

transportation and supply erection sites. Moreover, the predicted future number of 

potential projects and their size/value helps with long-term resource and capacity 

assignments planning. In this study, GDP per capita, labor/expertise cost, access to 

Project_ID Date Metropolitan_Statistical_Area Zip_code Type_of_building Num_Units Num_Floor Area_1000sqf Total_Mods mod1:mod2:mod3 Expected_Start_Erection Expected_durationdays_Erection

P_1 8/1/2023 Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Alpharetta, GA MSA 30307 Multifamily 53 5 100 159 30:70:59 11/1/2023 20
P_2 8/1/2023 Grand Rapids-Kentwood, MI MSA 70444 Multifamily 54 5 87 147 58:0:89 11/1/2023 19
P_3 8/1/2023 Baltimore-Columbia-Towson, MD MSA 21013 Clinics/Nursing Convalescent Facilities 140 7 500 386 306:80:0 11/1/2023 49
P_4 8/1/2023 New York-Newark-Jersey City, NY-NJ-PA MSA 56567 Dormitories 89 8 200 274 56:104:114 11/1/2023 34
P_5 8/1/2023 New York-Newark-Jersey City, NY-NJ-PA MSA 56567 Hotels and Motels 102 10 200 428 200:200:28 11/1/2023 54
P_6 8/1/2023 Eugene-Springfield, OR MSA 97401 Multifamily 20 2 18 65 30:35:0 11/1/2023 10
P_7 8/1/2023 Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Alpharetta, GA MSA 30307 Clinics/Nursing Convalescent Facilities 33 2 27 89 43:46:0 11/1/2023 12
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materials, and regulation have been considered to compute the attractiveness weight of 

MSA’s markets for modular construction. The prediction of property tax rates and 

building price movements across MSAs in the United States are two other important 

features that can impact the attractiveness of a market for modular construction and can 

be added to the model in further research. 

Qualitative considerations such as what the business knows about MSA, 

competitors in the area, existing vendor and builder relationships, and additional insider 

knowledge would be needed to improve the full operationalization of our proposed 

model. Once done, however, the data-driven results and generated scenario-based 

synthetic demand logs for the next 10 years (2023-2032) would provide a reliable means 

to identify where to invest and give the company a competitive advantage compared to 

competitors. It is also expected to support stakeholders in the modular construction 

industry to obtain the maximum benefits from adopting a modular approach for high-rise 

buildings. 
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APPENDIX A.  RESULTS OF BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
CORRESPONDING TO CHAPTER 1 

 

Figure A.1 Average article citations per year (result of bibliometric in chapter 1)

 

Figure A.2 Map of publications area (result of bibliometric in chapter 1) 
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Figure A.3 Keyword co-occurrences (result of bibliometric in chapter 1) 

 

 

Figure A.4 Topic dendrogram (result of bibliometric in chapter 1) 
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APPENDIX B.  RESULTS OF BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
CORRESPONDING TO CHAPTER 2 

 

Figure B.1 Average article citations per year (result of bibliometric in chapter 2) 

 

 

Figure B.2 Map of publications area (result of bibliometric in chapter 2) 
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Figure B.3 Keyword co-occurrences (result of bibliometric in chapter 2) 

 

APPENDIX C.  RESULTS OF BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
CORRESPONDING TO CHAPTER 3 

 

Figure C.1 Average article citations per year (result of bibliometric in chapter 3) 
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Figure C.2 Map of publications area (result of bibliometric in chapter 3) 

 

 

Figure C.3 Keyword co-occurrences (result of bibliometric in chapter 3) 
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